A BETTER COMMERCIAL LIGHT IN A SMARTER SOLAR PACKAGE.

SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEMS FOR MUNICIPALITIES

putsolartowork.com
“We are constantly looking for ways to better improve our venues in environmentally friendly ways, and selecting solar LED lighting for the new parking lot facility was both logical and environmental.”

– Kevin Twohig, Executive Director of the Spokane Public Facilities District

“EFFICIENT & AFFORDABLE
Highly optimized system that is sized smart, not large.”

At Sol, we take our 20 years of commercial solar lighting experience to develop products that we believe in—and we believe there is no substitute for reliable lighting that is engineered smart, built tough, and accurately sized.

LIGHT YOUR ENTIRE COMMUNITY
WITH THE BEST SOLAR LIGHT ON THE MARKET.

LIGHT ANYTHING
• single light system
• 70’ wide x 35’ long
20 watts†

LIGHT YOUR PARKING LOTS
• 130’ pole spacing
• 60’ wide (2 lights/lane)
10 watts†

LIGHT YOUR PARKS & PATHS
• 130’ pole spacing
• 12’ wide pathway
15 watts†

LIGHT YOUR STREETS
• 150’ pole spacing
• 25’ wide street
25 watts†

†Examples based on recommended light levels. Mounting height 25’ (pathway mounting height 20’).

MEET THE SMARTER EVERGEN SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEM.

IES
IoT

CUSTOM PAINT FINISHES AND FIXTURE TYPES AVAILABLE.

TO CHOOSE THE EVERGEN
REASONS

DARK-SKY CONTROLS
Illumination only when and where you need it with Dark-Sky Approved fixtures and scheduled dimming.

WARMER LIGHT (3000K)
The EverGen meets required light levels while avoiding unnecessary health and environmental impacts.

ACCURATE SIZING
Battery bank size relative to fixture output ensures a reliable system with four-plus days of autonomy.

REMOTE MONITORING
Lights that tell you when they need attention.

MONITOR SYSTEM HEALTH WITH INCLUDED REMOTE MONITORING.

130 LUMENS/WATT

Meets IES light levels with a smaller system, reducing costs.

10-YEAR MUNICIPAL-GRAD SYSTEM
WITH EVERY LIGHT.

*5-YEAR WARRANTY ON STANDARD BATTERY. EXTENDED-LIFE 10-YEAR BATTERY UPGRADE AVAILABLE.

Monitor system health with included remote monitoring.
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MEET THE SMARTER EVERGEN® SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEM.

IES
Meets IES light levels with a smaller system, reducing costs.

10
10-year municipal-grade warranty* with every light.

IoT
Monitor system health with included remote monitoring.

3 REASONS TO CHOOSE THE EVERGEN

EFFICIENT & AFFORDABLE
Highly optimized system that is sized smart, not large.

ACCURATE SIZING
Battery bank size relative to fixture output ensures a reliable system with four-plus days of autonomy.

DARK-SKY CONTROLS
Illumination only when and where you need it with Dark-Sky Approved fixtures and scheduled dimming.

REMOTE MONITORING
Lights that tell you when they need attention.

WARMER LIGHT (3000K)
The EverGen meets required light levels while avoiding unnecessary health and environmental impacts.

130 lumens/watt

4+ days autonomy

*5-year warranty on standard battery. Extended-life 10-year battery upgrade available.

MEET THE SMARTER EVERGEN® SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEM.
DON’T BE FOOLLED BY TRICKS OF THE TRADE.

Some solar lighting companies may use tricks of the trade to sell you on a product. Unscheduled dimming, undersized systems, and motion-sensing can compromise the light levels you expect, leaving you with less backup power and autonomy.

At Sol, we don’t use cheap tricks. We use our expertise to give you a system that meets light levels, can be monitored remotely, and is built to last—with a 10-year warranty.

LEARN HOW WE GUARANTEE SYSTEM RELIABILITY AT SOLARLIGHTING.COM

OVER 80,000 INSTALLATIONS WORLDWIDE

Visit our website to see our projects or contact us to get a quote.
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